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WHO WE ARE
JB Dondolo, Inc. is a nonprofit organization founded by Dondolo’s
children in November 2012. The organization is named after the
late father, JB Dondolo, an orphan, farmer, and humanitarian
advocate whose values and principles on giving continue to
inspire his children, friends, and families across the world. JB
Dondolo played a critical role in the fight against poverty in his
community and Dondolo’s children saw the need to form this
organization in honor of their father so his legacy of good deeds
continues.
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Our Mission
Our mission is to remove barriers of access to clean water, sanitation, and hygiene in underserved and
impoverished communities to reduce poverty and promote gender equity.

Our Vision
Our vision is to see a world where clean water is not an obstacle to pursuing a better and more equitable life.

Our Values
We believe in the legacy of giving and helping marginalized communities because we know everyone deserves
the chance to have a better life. We believe this legacy will help advance equity, enrich lives, and create a positive
ripple effect for future generations to come.
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Our Approach
At JB Dondolo, we finish what
has been started but left
incomplete due to hardships
(death, illness, no means to
fund). We work on the critical
needs first and use an active
listening approach to addressing
needs by working with expert
partners to make informed
decisions and implement
programs and innovations
effectively, sustainably, and to
scale. Our interest is in those
projects that promote community
growth and a better future for
everyone.

Our current countries of focus
are Zimbabwe and the United
States. The truth is that
regardless of whether a nation
is industrialized or not, people
in need are everywhere. Private
and public agencies are there
but possess limited resources
and cannot provide for every
community in need of assistance
or basic necessities. This leaves
a large segment of the lowincome population with unmet
needs that we are here to help
with.
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Our Goals
We are proud supporters of the United Nations and the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), and our goals are to
help advance the following below:

SDG 1: NO POVERTY | Target 1.4
By 2030, ensure that all men and women, in particular the poor and the
vulnerable, have equal rights to economic resources, as well as access to
basic services, ownership and control over land and other forms of property,
inheritance, natural resources, appropriate new technology and financial
services, including microfinance
We believe that water is a human right and as a natural resource, we want to
ensure its access as a basic service to all.

SDG 5: GENDER EQUALITY | Target 5.a
Undertake reforms to give women equal rights to economic resources, as well
as access to ownership and control over land and other forms of property,
financial services, inheritance and natural resources, in accordance with
national laws
We recognize that to provide clean water, sanitation, and hygiene for all requires
a gender lens focusing on women and girls as primary water collectors.
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SDG 6: CLEAN WATER AND SANITATION
TARGET 6.1, 6.2 AND 6.A
By 2030, achieve universal and equitable access to safe and affordable
drinking water for all
By 2030, achieve access to adequate and equitable sanitation and hygiene for
all and end open defecation, paying special attention to the needs of women
and girls and those in vulnerable situations
By 2030, expand international cooperation and capacity-building support
to developing countries in water- and sanitation-related activities and
programmes, including water harvesting, desalination, water efficiency,
wastewater treatment, recycling and reuse technologies.
Water, sanitation, and hygiene is at the core of who we are and helping one
another through international cooperation is how we have helped make a
difference in the lives of many already.
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A LETTER FROM OUR FOUNDER
2020 was a challenging year as we fought the COVID-19 pandemic. Like many of us, we rose
to the occasion during these difficult times and shifted our focus to help those impacted by
COVID-19. Our strategy was to take swift action and work more efficiently, allowing us to stay
connected with the world. To that end, we did everything digitally through our online presence.
We brought all our 2020 initiatives online and continuing to do so for the foreseeable future.
To ensure we were efficient in our delivery efforts, we secured new external partnerships. I’m
proud to say we emerged stronger as a team than we were before. We accomplished what
some would deem impossible, especially during the pandemic.
Our impact continues to grow around the globe as we take on new projects. We remain strongly
committed and focused on UN SDG 6: Clean Water and Sanitation and have made the decision
to expand on our support and strategy to include SDG 1: No Poverty and SDG 5: Gender Equality
so that everyone, especially women and girls, have opportunities to get out of the cycle of
poverty.
We live in a digital age that is always forward-thinking, and thus we utilize technology in ways
that allow us to stay connected with the communities we serve, monitor progress and report
outcomes so that we can act proactively to resolve problems and implement solutions. As we
move into 2021, we have strategically made the decision to continue our focus on providing
water solutions while adding revenue generating activities to support the sustainability of our
organization. JB Dondolo is on its path to build stronger communities and ensuring that families
achieve healthy and dignified lives across the globe. We are excited to embark on this new journey
and invite you in joining us to walk together.

Sincerely,
Lumbie Mlambo
CEO, President and Founder
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Sources of Revenue
Individuals: 2% $2,185.64
Corporations: 3% $2,670.00
Services and Materials
(Contributed Services and
Material):
95% $97,000.00

Demonstrated
Impact
OPENING ASSET BALANCE: $1,941.86
Total Revenue: $101,855.64
Total Expenses: $102,480.32
ENDING BALANCE: $1,317.18

Annual Expenses
($102,480.32)

Communications:
0.01% $127.84
Accounting: 0.7% $39.00
Fundraising & Project
expenses: 99.8%
$102,313.48
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TIMELINE OF IMPACT
& ACHIEVEMENTS
Igusi Clinic | 2013-2019
• 20,000+ people at Igusi, Zimbabwe have access to clean
water
• One filtration system installed + shed
• Clinic refurbished
• Kitchen for mothers-in-waiting - stove and sink installed
• Property fenced and gated with signage
• All doors and windows replaced
• All buildings painted + 2 nurse cottages and kitchen
• 250 books delivered with Just Us
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Pacific Ocean (5,500 miles) | 2014
Staged events for Ben Lecomte’s expedition to raise awareness
about water pollution and the importance of living sustainably

Vortex Swim (371 miles) | 2014
Helped to raised awareness with long distance swimmer Ben
Lecomte to inspire change towards our relationship with plastic,
to keep ocean water clean from Hawaii to California

Lake Grapevine | 2015
One lake cleaned with Keep Grapevine Beautiful, an event aimed at
cleaning and raising awareness of keeping our lakes clean

Hurricane Harvey | 2017
200+ supply boxes packed/unpacked for Hurricane Harvey victims
in Houston, TX
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Water Relief in Newark | 2019
11,500 bottled water delivered in Newark, NJ as relief efforts

COVID-19 Relief | 2020
200 bottles of sanitizers distributed to Navajo Nation, AZ

Global Water Partners Water
Changemaker Awards | 2020
Made it to eligibility round of awards

Global Water Partnership | 2020
Attained UN Global Water Partner status

George H.W. Bush Points of Light Awards
| 2020
Lumbie Mlambo and Patricia Ellis honored in Points of Lights
Awards

Global Goodwill Ambassador | 2020
Lumbie Mlambo honored as Global Goodwill Ambassador
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PROJECT HIGHLIGHT: MUSIC FOR WATER
The Music for Water initiative represents a
campaign that streams water and music together
in aligning the mission of JB Dondolo with a higher
calling. Raising funds to help provide sanitation
supplies to the Navajo Nation with our partners
Disinfect & Shield, Grand Mountain International
Records, and United Natives, JB Dondolo created
Music for Water to raise awareness about the need
of access to water, sanitation and hygiene that the
Navajo Nation did not have to protect themselves
from COVID-19.
There exists a multitude of different musical
competitions, however, “Music for Water” set itself
apart as a charitable campaign that serves to
leverage the “universal medium and ambassador”
of music to ignite a greater awareness of the
importance of clean water around the globe. The participation of each artist or artists has and will be
instrumental in improving the quality of life for many. International audiences will also benefit from this
campaign as the winning song and artist will serve as a protagonist and JB Dondolo ambassador to help
fight for clean water and sanitation.
How much we fundraised: $91K in cash and in-kind donations.
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Our impact:
We helped the Navajo Nation (AZ) households during COVID-19 with 200 hand sanitizers and signed on 5 musicians
for a one-time distribution deal with an international record label G.M.I.R. to give them visibility and advance their
humanitarian songs while serving as ambassadors to help fight for clean water and sanitation. JB Dondolo got its
theme song of the year which serves to ignite a greater awareness of the importance of clean water around the globe.

About our 2020 inaugural winner:
Shawna Linzy is an Arkansas-native actress and musical artist, known for Blind Trauma
(2021), My Sweet Buttercup (2020) and Glory News (2018). She has appeared in award
winning films and her original music has been featured in film and podcasts.
Her singing gift was first discovered at the tender age of three by her mother. The second
of three children, Shawna’s natural talent was further developed with the aid of her father
who devoted much time in training her voice and preparing her for competitions. At age
11, Shawna entered and won her first talent show with her rendition of Whitney Houston’s
“Greatest Love of All.” She also created her own version of “The Lord’s Prayer” which was
copyrighted during the same year.
Shawna received a full four-year vocal tuition scholarship to attend Arkansas Tech University
where she studied and obtained her Bachelor of Arts degree in Journalism/Public Relations.
An active member of the university choir, Shawna was a featured vocalist resulting in her
attainment of numerous competitions including: Miss Arkansas Tech University and Miss
Lake Dardanelle winning both pageants and talent and interview portions. Consequently, she
represented her university and the River Valley region as an official contestant in the Miss
Arkansas Pageant, a caveat to The Miss America Pageant.
Shawna has since wrote lyrics to and performed the song “Jesus” which reached #1 on an online global music platform. She has
performed at numerous engagements including an event attended by former Vice President of the United States (now President)
Joe Biden. She recently released new music including the inspirational single “Let’s Ride 2” and the single “Silent Night” from her
upcoming collaborative Christmas album. Shawna now resides in Texas, home state to JB Dondolo, Inc. with her husband, Tim.
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Music for Water winners:
RANK

SONG

ARTIST

1

Live Love

Shawna Linzy @shawnalinzymusic

2

Drowning

Thuliso Dingwall @i.shot.omar

3

Underwater

Sydney Cope @sydney.cope

4

Hope

Tolulope Adesina @iamthatolu

5

Water

Sarah Tshila Mohn @ugqueen
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PROJECT HIGHLIGHT: VOICES FOR WATER
Because at the center of who we are is our mission, JB
Dondolo decided to make the big change from hosting our
signature event, the Equanimity Awards Gala, to re-shaping
it to become the Voices for Water Awards. The Voices for
Water Awards celebration honored extraordinary water
changemakers who significantly advance JB Dondolo’s
mission to provide access to clean water, sanitation, and
hygiene to communities in need.
Those receiving the JB Dondolo Water Changemaker
Awards were part of our inaugural cohort of Voices for
Water honorees and because we still recognize and
celebrate other individuals who make positive changes
in their communities, we highlighted those who received
the Presidential Volunteer Service Awards and the
grandfathered Equanimity Awards.
To maintain proper safety during the COVID-19 pandemic in
2020, we hosted a livestream experience with our partner
e360tv, giving everyone an opportunity to engage and be
inspired to become change agents anywhere.
Lastly, we celebrate the hero in all our communities by allowing the public to nominate their hero for the 2020
Community Change Heroes recognition. This recognition is for any volunteer or agent of change that individuals
want to appreciate and thank for their hard work.
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VOICES FOR WATER SPECIAL GUESTS
Event Host

Keynote Speaker

Guest Speakers

Performances

Greg Schwem

Kai Stansberry

Patrick Haddard

Ny’a

Corporate Humorist & Comedian,
A Comedian Crashes Your Pad

Vice President of
Communications, Dallas Chapter
United Nations Association of the
USA

Chief Product and Technology
Officer,
Disinfect & Shield

Paolo Montagni
Founder,
Grand Mountain International
Records

Janol Mecca Holmes
COO/President,
The SUPERNATURAL INC.

Amanda Abizaid

Misty Blanco

AWARDEES
Presidential Service Volunteer
Awards

Water Change-Maker Awards

Community Awards

Ronda Bowen

Beatrice Davis

Almas Muscatwala

Shane Mushambi

Ronda Bowen

Nikki Glemaud

Nigel Mushambi

Rachel Svetanoff

Geir Ness

Patricia Ellis

Greg Schwem

Noella Kabongo

Rachel Svetanoff

Janol Mecca Holmes

Demi Austin-Thomas

Tendai Mushambi

Patricia Ellis

Hazel Herrington

Beatrice Davis
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AWARDS CELEBRATION COMMITTEE
Beatrice Davis

Nikkia Glover

Ronda Bowen

Fusion Magazine

Rachel Svetanoff

Janol Mecca Holmes

Lumbie Mlambo

e360TV

Greg Schwem

On-Air Stud

2020 COMMUNITY CHANGE HEROES
Dot Bekker

Czarina Isabella Maliksi

Dr. Keyna Omenukor

Valder Beebe

Nisha Mandani

Michele Wise Wright

Patrick Haddad

Tim Newton, Eric Nelson, Matt Kerkhoff, and Rebecca
McElhoe

Aaron Heimes

John Brennick

Maigh Nimhainghail and Benedict Salvacion

Mercedes Krause (Oglala Lakota)

Paolo Montagni

Dr. David Warsinger

Kate Mazzarella-Minshall

Kristina Lao
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PIPELINE: JB DONDOLO’S PREVIEW TO CURRENT & POTENTIAL 2021 PROJECTS
Water Relief
Being part of the conversation
and community engagement
efforts in Newark to ensure
clean water is available to
affected areas and trust is
sustained.

SWEET COMPASSION
Continuing our work led by 2
Bros. in the Kitchen to give
thanks to our teachers for their
hard work during the COVID-19
pandemic.

VOICES FOR WATER AWARDS
This is our annual year-end signature
awards celebration of extraordinary
water changemakers who significantly
advance JB Dondolo’s mission.

MUSIC FOR WATER
Starting our 2nd competition
this April to raise awareness
of our work across the world
in a language that everyone
speaks: music.

WATER FOR WIDOWS
Working in Matobo Hills with
partners to provide access
to clean water for a rural
community of 6,000 mainly
comprised of women and girls.

IGUSI CLINIC – SANITATION
Finishing what we started with WASH,
we are in the next phase of working
to bring sustainable sanitation
solutions to Igusi Clinic.
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PROJECT HIGHLIGHT: SWEET COMPASSION
We are living in unprecedented
times. Times like these remind us
of the values that are necessary
to persist and persevere through
such challenges. Chief among
these values are empathy and
compassion. With these attributes
in mind, JB Dondolo along with
its youth ambassadors 2 Bros in
the Kitchen and partners Vi Bella
and Disinfect & Shield launched
the Sweet Compassion campaign
which seeks to serve school
teachers.
The purpose of the Sweet
Compassion Campaign is to
highlight the sacrifice and work
being done by teachers nationally.
These frontline workers embody
the same spirit evident in the work
that JB Dondolo is doing globally.
As a way of saying “thanks” to
these heroes, JB Dondolo with its
youth ambassadors 2 Bros in the
Kitchen, Disinfect & Shield, and

Vi Bella, have and are
continuing to provide
cookies, face masks,
and hand sanitizers as
a small token for the
immeasurable sacrifice
that these teachers are
making on the front
lines.
About 2 Bros in the
Kitchen: 2 Bros. in the
Kitchen does not just
want a world filled
with happy taste buds.
They want people to have happy
stomachs and hearts too. Shane
and Nigel Mushambi are two
brothers, published authors, and
entrepreneurs who are running their
own dessert company in Missouri
City. Mathematical geniuses and
active members of MENSA, these
two humanitarians are using their
prowess in math and science to bake
excellent goodies while partnering

up with nonprofit organizations to
give back to the world. They have
had an active role in helping that
provide meals for homeless, toys
for children and funds for medical
care. Serving as JB Dondolo
ambassadors since 2015 they are
the leads of the Sweet Compassion
campaign which will be running
until year end of 2021.
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OUR TEAM
Inspiration

Board of Directors

Board of Advisors

Interns

Lumbie Mlambo

Greg Schwem

Ifeoma Ilobodo

Ronda Bowen

VanDella L. Menifee

Ian Rasquinha

Patricia Ellis

Dr. Renee Hornbuckle

Lisa Gachara

Tendai Mushambi

Dr. Emmanuel Dalavai

Nikkia J. Glover

Derek Feagans

Rachel Svetanoff

Janol Mecca Holmes

Beatrice Davis
Dr. Martina Mapa
Stacey Kurian
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J.B. Dondolo

OUR PARTNERS
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2020 DONORS
DONORS & SPONSORS
Corporate Support

In-kind Contributions

Individual Contributors

My Water Buddy

Disinfect & Shield

Justyna
Misiewicz

VanDella
Menifee

Norma Dalke

CaringCrowd

e360tv

Beatrice Davis

Karen Michelle

Steve Wilburn

Diversity Inc.

Grand Mountain
International Records
(G.M.I.R.)

Lumbie Mlambo

Hannine Drake

Shawna Linzy

Nikki G Productions

Greg Schwem

Nikkia Glover

Derek Feagans

The Super Natural Inc.

Stacey Kurian

Randy
Anagnostis

2 Bros. in the
Kitchen

Ny’a

Patricia Ellis

Ronda Bowen

NASEAM

Lescher
Properties
Janice Lescher

Tendai
Mushambi

Prolific Media consulting

SheChefing

Rachel Svetanoff
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AFTERWORD
Like ripples and waves that are made from pebbles falling
in water, each of us has felt the waves of change by all the
pebbles that have dropped in 2020. As time has shown us over
and over though, humanity is resilient. During one of our most
trying times, we heard and experienced stories of people rising
to the occasion and making their own ripples. From raising
funds to help our most vulnerable citizens with Music for Water
to championing friends moved to help their communities with
Sweet Compassion, I could not be more humbled and honored
to have witnessed these ripples made here within our JB
Dondolo family. Every act of kindness, every bit of support, and
every thought given is what led us as an organization and as
a collective society to this very momentum-shifting moment in
history. So, thank you all for every ripple you have made as a
force for good, and let’s make an even bigger wave of change in
2021 together.
Yours in solidarity,

Rachel Svetanoff
Board of Directors
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STAY IN TOUCH
Our Social Media

Our Website:

More Info?

Donate:

www.jbdondolo.org

info@jbdondolo.org

donate@jbdondolo.org

320 Decker Dr, #100, Irving, TX 75062

CONTRIBUTING AUTHORS
Rachel Svetanoff
Lumbie Mlambo
Ian Rasquinha
Ifeoma Ibodolo

